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Most Texans suspect their state government spends too much.

They’re right. However, they typically lack information to confirm

this belief because of a complex budget process and budget

gimmicks that mask actual levels of spending. Ordinary Texans

who pay the taxes deserve a transparent and comprehensible

state budget. Unfortunately, they don’t get it from the opaque

and difficult-to-grasp processes currently in place.

The Texas Public Policy Foundation (TPPF) gives Texans and taxpayers an easy-to-

understand analysis with our recent report "The Real Texas Budget." It isn’t what some

legislators want Texans to know — and that’s exactly why we should know it.

But how do we make sense of Texas state budgets? For starters, you need a measurement

that compares the 24-month biennial periods used in Texas state budgeting against each

other. Due to variations in the way money is spent and data availability, multiple metrics

might be used. We might, for instance, compare appropriations to appropriations or

spending to spending.

There’s an important point here, in that appropriations and spending are not the same

thing.The former is what a Legislature approves to be spent, and the latter is how much

taxpayer money is actually spent. A credible comparison of an adopted budget alone —

that is, appropriations — against actual spending from the previous cycle is not made,

because the state almost always spends more during a two-year budget cycle than the

appropriated amount.

Advocates of more spending like to compare different numbers over differing time spans to

make their growth rates look artificially smaller. 

What are the metrics that are useful to taxpayers in comparing 24-month periods? There

are two big ones we set forth in "The Real Texas Budget
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The first is session vs. session: measuring the appropriations from one legislative session to

the next. TPPF employed this method in May and June 2013 to expose the

83  Legislature’s heavy bias toward spending. That Legislature’s problems actually

started with its predecessor, 2011’s 82  Legislature, which by delaying education

payments and underfunding Medicaid, gave the impression that legislators spent

conservatively. In fact, they merely pushed spending into the 2013 session. We sounded

the alarm on this back in 2011, writing in the Austin American-Statesman

(http://bit.ly/1kFywet) that the 82  Legislature’s “budget writers had to rely heavily on

gimmicks and one-time fixes.” We also noted then that legislators passed up key

opportunities to make state budgeting more transparent and understandable to the

ordinary Texan.

In 2013’s 83  Legislature, legislators passed supplemental bills to backfill spending into

the previous budget period, and undo the accounting gimmicks of 2011. 

As we published last June and republished this week, the appropriations approved by the

83 Legislature in 2013, including the backfill money, were significantly higher than the

appropriations approved back in 2011; 24 percent higher in state general revenue and

almost 26 percent higher in all funds, using the Legislative Budget Board’s (LBB) latest

numbers.

That's a tremendous increase by any standard. 

The second metric taxpayers may find useful is comparing spending on a biennium vs.

biennium basis. This is the method legislators generally use to evaluate the growth of state

budgets — not least because it often yields smaller numbers that may be less shocking to

taxpayers. TPPF’s “Real Texas Budget” report includes this metric. Our report shows all-

funds spending will likely increase by 9 percent during the current two-year period — not

the 5.1 percent figure published by LBB just before the March primaries.

There’s a reason for the discrepancy, and it brings us to our final principle for honest

assessment of state budgets: make sure to measure the same things.

For example, the LBB did not measure spending to spending. Instead, it measured

spending to appropriation. In our report, we estimate that there will be at least an

additional $1.6 billion in spending this biennium to pay for increased Medicaid costs. Even

with this money added in, the LBB’s numbers wouldn’t measure spending to spending

because the Legislature made $6.1 billion of “patient income” spending this biennium

simply disappear from the budget.

Appropriately accounting for this and other budget gimmicks is essential to accurate

examination of state spending.

Here’s the bottom line for Texas taxpayers. In 2013, the Texas Legislature spent almost

every penny it could while providing less than half of the ongoing tax relief Governor Rick

Perry sought. Taxpayers deserve to know how much of their money is being spent, and

that’s what TPPF’s “Real Texas Budget” report provides.

Our report confirms our statements last year about the excessive hike in appropriations

from 2011 to 2013. It also debunks the government’s official budget figures that give

taxpayers a false impression of the increase in biennial spending.

The “Real Texas Budget” report provides truth in budgeting that Texans deserve. There

are those in the corridors of power and the Austin establishment who think you don’t

deserve the truth, and attack those who speak it. And that’s exactly why we do.

Arlene Wohlgemuth is the Executive Director of the Texas Public Policy Foundation. She

served on the Texas House Appropriations subcommittee overseeing healthcare

spending in 2003. Talmadge Heflin is the Director of the Center for Fiscal Policy at the

Texas Public Policy Foundation, and served on the Texas House Appropriations

Committee for twelve years, including as its chairman in 2003. Together, they have a

collective 32 years of experience, covering 11 state budgets, as State Representatives in

the Texas Legislature.

Editor's Note: The issue of how to properly calculate state expenditures has been hotly

contested in Texas. A counterpoint to the below Op-ed can be found here

(http://www.texasmonthly.com/burka-blog/well-well-well).
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EpicMale •  3 days ago

All I have to do is look at my property tax bills and the ever increasing sales tax to know

that spending in Texas is out of hand. It is the nature of politicians, especially those that

are liberal or RINO to waste other peoples' money.

  8  

• Reply •

MacDaddy12345  •  3 days ago EpicMale

Think how bad it would be if the "Spend and Tax" Democrats took over!

  5  

• Reply •

texasgrandmom  •  3 days ago EpicMale

Your property taxes don't fund state spending. When I look at spending, I want to

know the spending per capita, not the total spending

  

EpicMale  •  3 days ago texasgrandmom

That is sort of a 'half-truth'. The state mandates certain things, such as

engineering specs for certain construction, and the county or city has to

pay it. The state sticks its nose into almost every aspect of daily life in the

cities and counties, and effectively forces the property tax payers to fund

those dictates. It sort of shifts the 'blame' to the counties and cities, but

they don't really have a choice 95% of the time.
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retire05  •  2 days ago EpicMale

Does the state have certain construction regulations? Yes. But one

thing that keeps the cost of housing down in Texas is a lack of

zoning laws. If you want zoning laws, buy a home that has a HOA

with deed restrictions.

Most of your public debt is due to out of control county

commissioner's courts and city councils. They are the ones that

seem to spend like there is no tomorrow. And yes, those entities do

have a choice in what they spend 95% of the time.

  

• Reply •

retire05  •  2 days ago EpicMale

Texasgrandmom is correct. Your property taxes do not fund the state. It funds

your school district, municipality and road and bridges in your county.

Also, if you have a problem with your appraisal, learn how to protest that value. It is

really not that hard to do, and you need to be informed. As to your sales taxes,

there is a 8.25% limit in the state, with 6.25% being state only sales tax. The rest

goes to your county/city.

If you bother to educate yourself on your taxes, I think you will find that most of the

public debt you hold is NOT state debt, but county and city debt. The web site

Texastransparency.org is a good resource. Learn what your county

commissioner's court and your city council are spending.

  1  

• Reply •

Angela Richter •  3 days ago

Stop taxing the Texas taxpayer for stupid social programs. Get private donations for the

crap you want to try to socially engineer. That way we're not constantly on the hook for

whatever "oh, those poor people" scheme you have next week.

  5  

• Reply •

lonestarm •  3 days ago

The Texas legislature is in many ways a microcosm of the federal one, with it's own

"establishment" faction. The big difference is that the citizens here mostly "get it" and are

gradually dealing with the problem.

The recent primaries here delivered the promise of a much better legislature. We also

benefit from the fact that our legislature only meets every other year, and then for only a

few months. As a result, we generally elect mostly real people, with real jobs or

businesses, rather than career political pirates.

The fact that there are no democrats holding statewide elective office is direct proof that

the citizens here still believe in the notion of a constitutional republic. - Heck we once

"wuz" one all by our lonesome.

  

• Reply •

Björn Free •  3 days ago

All I know is that we are forced to pay $10,000 a year to educate Mexico's children, -

....And every other Country's parasite children...BY LAW!

.

~ While WE are burdened & SMOTHERED with supporting third world social needs.

.

OBAMA-NOMICS pays less than zero % interest on our EARNED retirement dollars.

  2  

• Reply •

Alfanso •  2 days ago

If 30% of your personal budget was spent taking care of buglary to your home every

month, do you think you would have a problem?

  

• Reply •

Rimfire •  2 days ago

Consider the source: The Texas Public Policy Foundation is a hopelessly liberal 501(c)(3)

or (c)(4) that hates Perry, hates Republicans, hates Conservatives, and hates the fact

that Democrats have been out of power in Texas for so long. This article is an attempt to

undercut an administration that, while not perfect, has very successfully pursued

conservative financial principles to take Texas into the very strong financial position that it

now occupies.

  

Denisa  •  2 days ago Rimfire

Obama's plan is to destroy Capitalism. He thought we'd all be begging for a

benevolent dictator by now, but the Commiecrats have lost the moral authority to
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lead. They are trying to save face for their abysmal failures by saying that Texas

isn't really all that great. They are lying as usual.
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